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I started to update two modules for the Admins for XOOPS 2.5.8 and PHP7.

They are now in more or less "Alpha" stage, so they are definitely NOT for a "production site",
but hopefully some of you could take a look and contribute to it, so they could move to Beta and
then be released as "Final" 

XoopsCare provides some basic maintenance tasks for the Website Administrator, to
accomplish them easily and automatically.

Download: GitHub

Tutorial: GitBook 

You can contribute to the tutorial on GitHub here

XoopsInfo is an administration module that provides a bit of useful administrative information to
your fingertips. Every site should have access to this information.

Download: GitHub

Tutorial: GitBook 

You can contribute to the tutorial on GitHub here

https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/xoopscare
https://www.gitbook.com/book/xoops/xoopscare-tutorial/
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/xoopscare-tutorial
https://github.com/XoopsModules25x/xoopsinfo
https://www.gitbook.com/book/xoops/xoopsinfo-tutorial/
https://github.com/XoopsDocs/xoopsinfo-tutorial
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